Staying connected has never been this easy. Introducing Thuraya XT-LITE, the world’s best-value satellite phone.

The Thuraya XT-LITE provides reliable satellite phone connectivity with unbeatable value. It is designed for cost-conscious users who need to stay securely connected, without compromising on a clear and uninterrupted connection.

It is very easy-to-use. You can make phone calls and send SMS messages in satellite mode, whether you are crossing the desert, sailing at sea or climbing mountains.

No matter where your journey takes you, you can rely on Thuraya’s comprehensive satellite network to provide reliable, clear and uninterrupted communications in more than 160 countries across Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia.

With the Thuraya XT-LITE, staying connected via satellite has never been this easy.
Calls and text messages in satellite mode

Make calls and send SMS messages in satellite mode whenever there is no terrestrial network available. The advanced omni-directional antenna ensures uninterrupted communications, offering seamless walk-and-talk functionality for calls-on-the-go.

Long-lasting battery life

The Thuraya XT-LITE enables reliable communications with a long-lasting battery which provides up to six hours talk time and up to 80 hours standby time.

Ease of use

Simply charge your phone and ensure that your SIM card is working. It’s that simple. You can then program the Thuraya XT-LITE to one of the 12 languages available.

Supported by Thuraya’s robust and powerful satellite network

Thuraya’s satellite network is renowned for having the most reliable satellite coverage across approximately 160 countries or two-thirds of the globe. The Thuraya XT-LITE enables you to receive call notifications even with the satellite antenna stowed, keeping you connected at all times.

Additional features

Address book, alarms, calculator, calendar, call logs, conference calls, contact groups, speed dialing, stopwatch, world time and many more.

Accessories

Thuraya has developed a set of accessories for the XT-LITE to provide extended mobility when needed. Please visit www.thuraya.com for more information.